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THE INSCRIPTIONS OF ROMAN TRIPOLITANIA
Project website: http://irt.kcl.ac.uk/irt2009/
Participants in this study were: Charlotte Roueché, Gabriel Bodard and Valentina Ascuitti (King’s
College London).

1. Project background
The Inscriptions of Roman Tripolitania (IRT) aims to process and digitally publish a corpus of Roman
period inscriptions from Libya, which was first recorded and studied in the 1940s and early 1950s by
J. M. Reynolds and J. B. Ward-Perkins. The inscriptions were first published as a book 1952 (now
long out of print), containing around 1000 texts and 30 photographs. The principal aim of the 2009
IRT project is to make this material available online, and to enrich it with the addition of geographic
and visual data; and to equip it with additional scholarly web-based functionalities. Although still highly
authoritative, the 1952 publication has limitations imposed by the circumstances of the time. For
example, it was not possible to publish a great deal of contextual information about the inscriptions’
location (apart from hand-drawn plans), and it was not possible to include around 1000 photographs
of the inscriptions. A deliberate decision was made not to modify the texts, or interpretations of them,
in the light of post-1952 research, either in the field or in the library. No further discoveries or
bibliography are included, with the exception of corrigenda and addenda from the original volume,
1
published as a supplement and as an article two years later by the original authors. These have been
integrated into the corpus. Also included are new English translations. IRT2009 therefore represents a
faithful, but enriched, representation of Reynolds and Ward-Perkins’s publication.
IRT thus represents a discrete and highly controlled move from a complex book-based publication to
a complex digital publication. This highlights editorial issues which are somewhat unique to epigraphy.
The sheer volume of objects is an obvious example: whereas corpora of historical documents are
typically numbered in tens or hundreds, the number of text-bearing objects recovered from a large
excavation can run into the many thousands. This requires different approaches to digital librarianship
and meta-documentation. Also, unlike most historian-editors working with manuscripts, epigraphers
rarely mark up only whole words: they are concerned with individual letterforms or groups of letters
within words. IRT, and projects like it, therefore presents a distinct set of challenges for VRE
development.

2. Project outputs
The principal output of the IRT project is the freely available online corpus of Tripolitanian
2
3
inscriptions . All IRT mark up uses the EpiDoc XML system . EpiDoc is a specific localization of TEI
for marking up epigraphic material, with associated tools and implementation practices, and a welldefined expert community of practice. Its specificity derives from the fact that the requirements of
different digital epigraphy projects are very similar; therefore many of the tools needed by IRT had
been developed by and for previous projects.
A critical question for the project is how scholarly use of this resource affects scholarly practice, and
how this can (or should) feed back into the resource’s development without compromising its integrity
as a catalogable scholarly object. The digital IRT publication is dated 2009 and has an ISBN, making
clear that it is a stable item that can reside in a library alongside the 1952 book: this also draws
attention to the fact that there could also be future editions (IRT2010, IRT2011 etc). Although this
takes advantage of the versatility of the online medium, it highlights a conflict between two

1

Inscriptions of Roman Tripolitania: a supplement, Papers of the British School at Rome 23
(1955), 124-147
2
http://irt.kcl.ac.uk/irt2009/inscr/index.html
3
http://EpiDoc.sourceforge.net
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Fig. 1. BSR 46.XVIII.33. © Yhe Ward-Perkins archive and the British School at Rome,
reproduced with kind permission of the Inscriptions of Roman Tripolitania project, King's
College London
incompatible imperatives: a general recognition that data should be reusable, and the need of
aresearcher to create a creditable and publishable resource. In existing epigraphic practice (much like
the rest of the humanities), there is generally little or no expectation that such a resource will be
updated or revised once it has been published, at least until any second edition A key question the
digital IRT therefore raises is ‘what constitutes completion’, and how the imposition of completion can
be avoided in cases where further iterations are a) possible and b) beneficial.
Despite this, parallels between digital and non-digital publishing concepts can be identified, and these
form an important backdrop to the IRT web resource. If a researcher writes a book, they know that it
will be followed in due course by another book; and it is likely that certain ideas in the second book
will derive from (or respond to) ideas in the first. One very important aspect to the use of e-resources
for epigraphy is defining who has done what (this, at least, is something it shares with other forms of
VRE-based historical document editing). This is very easy with book publication and citation, but
much more complex in a VRE. Workflow documentation is critical. The only way to build
collaborations that use VREs is to recognise what each person has done and make it as clear as
authorship of a book or article.
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The linking of information, and so-called ‘linked data’ approaches, are critical to IRT. The 2009
publication links to the two main epigraphic databases used by the field. IRT linked to those
inscriptions that had already been included in the Epigraphische Datenbank Heidelberg (EDH), but
EDH itself will soon contain all IRT data, because it will ingest IRT’s XML. The few dozen Greek
inscriptions in IRT link to the database of the Packard Humanities Institute (PHI). As well as facilitating
future research by linking resources, the preservation of the 1952 publication in digital format has
interesting implications for how researchers might re-use the data that is already online. All the
material is available; the XML can be downloaded, and all the site is available under a Creative
Commons licence. It is therefore theoretically possible to apply linked data methods to track the
secondary scholarship which has derived from IRT it since its publication. For example, it would be
valuable to mine all retrieve all references in JSTOR-housed articles to IRT inscriptions, and map
these to the IRT corpus, and the references displayed within it.
4

Much of the IRT was conceived as part of the JISC-NEH funded Concordia project, which itself was
primarily concerned with linking data. In the Concordia system, links to inscription objects from trusted
sources are documented as such. The system ‘knows’ when an object is being referred to by a
trusted database, as distinct from a reference to an inscription object from the wider world (e.g.
Wikipedia). In order to support automated referencing of IRT objects by JSTOR articles, there would
be a need to harvest implicit references, e.g. from journal titles. A major barrier to the implementation
of such a system, however, is the lack of digital publishing in epigraphy, still less of digital publishing
that employs robust standards like EpiDoc. In the medium term however, there has been considerable
success in establishing online communication between IRT and databases such as Pleaides, EDH
the American Numismatic Society, the Lexicon of Greek Personal Names, etc.
Many problems which inhibit uptake of resources such as IRT derive from external factors. One
example is the case of adding geographic data for Western Libya to IRT. Until recently, it was very
difficult to acquire detailed geographic information for this region; however far more high quality
material is now widely available. This imposes new obligations on IRT. It is no longer considered
enough to describe an inscription as being located ‘under the olive tree by mill X’ (as once it might
have been); the community’s expectations are now far higher, as a result of the widespread
availability of very high quality geographic data through Google Earth and Google Maps. In the future,
epigraphers will want to refine the quality of the geographic data in IRT. If ‘the olive tree by mill X’ is
still there, or if it is archaeologically identifiable, a field researcher should be able to refine the
associated inscription’s entry in IRT from the location in question by (for example) adding accurate
and precise geographic coordinates for the mill and for the tree. This refined information could be
5
uploaded, and cross-referred with linked resources such as Pleiades . An key question is how
improvements of this kind are absorbed into the resource. For example, Pleiades can handle
sophisticated spatial footprints, and can contain areas within areas. Points on a digitized maps are
represented as a circle with dimensions, not as point without them. Therefore, a (low) level of
precisions is accounted for alongside a (high) level of accuracy.

3. Editing and research process
The process of producing the IRT website relied to a considerable extent on derivation from earlier
(digital) material about the inscriptions; and on the already well-established tools and practices built
previously around the EpiDoc standard. The starting point was existing HTML documents of the
inscriptions, which were encoded into EpiDoc XML via a series of semi-automatic conversions. Had
these existing files been more consistent, then more automation might have been possible. Project
6
staff also note that had stable conversion tools been available, such as the Son of Suda Online , they
7
would have hand-keyed the information into the Leiden convention and converted them automatically
into XML; but this was not possible. With hindsight, it is unlikely that the automated processes that
were used saved a great deal of time as compared to re-keying manually. In practice, a great deal of
4
5
6
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http://atlantides.org/trac/concordia/wiki/ProjectOverview
http://pleiades.stoa.org/
http://sosol.sourceforge.net/
http://www.tei-c.org/About/Archive_new/ETE/Preview/mahoney.xml#Note2
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manual editing and correcting was undertaken to accomplish the conversion. OCR was not used at
8
any stage . The XML mark up itself was produced manually according to the EpiDoc schema. The
excellent results thus achieved were possible because of the existing pool of expertise and tools both
in IRT, and its collaborators.
The IRT team has a varied interdisciplinary skill set. One person (Bodard) was responsible for
overseeing the technical side of implementing the EpiDoc mark up. The mark up itself was
undertaken by doctoral and postdoctoral researchers with knowledge of the material. This involved
hand tagging the text, checking the XML, and putting it into proper EpiDoc form. These researchers
were also responsible for identifying personal names (including names of emperors), numbers, dates,
and extracting implicit dating information. It is important to distinguish this from simply transcribing the
texts into XML: identifying these entities involves a series of expert academic decisions. It was noted
that this process was not as contentious or as complex as it might have been if the XML encoding
were being done on primary material: most editorial decisions had already been made in the 1952
edition. IRT was merely intensifying the interpretations that had already been made. In the final
stages of the project, the PI thoroughly reviewed the work, ensuring intellectual and structural
consistency and coherence, and providing a fresh perspective. In this process, it was very useful to
have Reynolds’s original English translations, which allowed the project to tie in the texts with her
interpretations. As noted above, there is a critical distinction to be made between epigraphic editing
and other kinds of historical text editing, in that the editor/researcher will frequently be marking up
letterforms rather than words. They mark up what they see, and impose meaning on it via a series of
coordinated academic judgements. For example they might see ‘CAE’, but be able to infer, drawing
on the context and their own knowledge, the fact that this is a reference to the proper name
‘Caeclilius’. This also requires linguistic proficiency, and IRT presented new kinds of challenges in
multilingualism. Much previous work undertaken by the project team had been concerned with Greek
texts; much of the IRT material on the other hand is Latin. It is very important that this is supported in
any text editing system. It is also regarded as critical that any VRE process – including outputs
published from such a process – must recognize that this is skilled academic work, and not an ‘IT
support’ activity.
Personal names and named entities are a major issue in epigraphic corpora. There is a need to
undertake consistent coding of the proper names in IRT, so that they can interoperate with external
databases of names. The project has, for example, been in contact with the Lexicon of Greek
9
Personal Names (LGPN). As a further example of named entity concordance, a reference has been
identified in the Inscriptions of Roman Cyrenaica to an object in the Inscriptions of Aphrodisias: this is
a very encouraging indication of the value of linking named entities. The IRT project hopes to
demonstrate protocols which other people can use to identify such links for themselves. The project
has also produced a very rich Atom file, expressing in explicit terms many of the relationships
discussed above (e.g. to Pleaides and to other databases). The project seeks to document who is
making use of the feed (i.e. how the relationships are being exploited).
The IRT project demonstrates that the editorial and research processes should not be confined to the
library or the desktop. One major interest lies in ways the resource can and will be used by
archaeologists in the field in Libya, as opposed to foreign researchers working in libraries and
archives in the West. One of the major factors is that in the past, scholars have travelled to foreign
countries and gathered information, and then published it in (paper) volumes in their own countries. It
is clear that that kind of scholarship under-utilizes the great human and academic potential of
collaborative epigraphy. There is a major question of how the material gathered in the field can be
10
available within the ‘source’ country . One very interesting possibility for taking this forward in IRT’s
case would be to develop an Arabic version, where Arabic text could be embedded seamlessly in the
XML. This could facilitate a next stage of the project involving (local) people working on the ground in
8

The commentaries and other supporting material of the Inscriptions of Aphrodisias were handscanned using OCR, and textual errors are still being reported.
9
http://www.lgpn.ox.ac.uk/
10
For further discussion, see J. Cuno, Who owns antiquity: museums and the battle over our
ancient heritage, Princeton University Press 2008, especially pp. 158-162.
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Libya, establishing workflows and good practice for data ingest from the field. This would also connect
11
logically to existing JISC VRE work in this area.
Finally, the process must recognize an important distinction between formal and (by implication,
methodologically sound) gathering of data which has a known provenance, with data that has been
shared or contributed by researchers outside a project’s own network, perhaps on a less formal basis.
The key point is to be able to assess and appraise information that has come from non-trusted
sources. This involves changing the culture of collaborative research. Establishing codes of good
practice for the use of such systems is as important as establishing useful technology.

4. Research needs
As noted above (see section 1), IRT presents a set of research challenges for VRE development that
are distinct to epigraphy, as well as higher-level challenges which overlap with other types of use
case.

4.1 Collaboration
i.
The greatest single interest for the scholarly epigraphy community in VREs is for tools which support
collaborative editing over long distances, and which can record who has done what to which
inscription, and when. This would be very valuable for both asynchronous and real time collaborative
work, where versions can be shared and one person’s editing observed by another. A system is
required that can be used by people who do not have the infrastructure and/or expertise that projects
such as IRT have; but who can learn how to mark up text. There is a need to generalize existing tools
and make them accessible to newcomers. These could be provided as applets that can be
downloaded and used locally, with (e.g.) html outputs which are uploaded and synchronized when
connected to the internet. Alternatively a ‘cloud’ approach could be adopted, where there is a central
repository where texts can be deposited and edited through an interface. In the latter system, the
repository would do a lot of the publishing work for you.

4.2 Publication and linked data
i
A major problem identified is that, while tools exist to support the editorial process, a clear next step
12
towards publication of the digital resources is lacking. For example, the Papyrological Navigator,
which supports the Duke Data Bank of Documentary Papyri fulfils this function for certain
papyrological projects, but there is no more general solution. E.g. if a researcher wants to publish 600
texts from a site, they can do the mark up using existing EpiDoc-based processes, but there is no
accessible repository to put them in and support their publication to the world.
ii
A related question that epigraphy in general, and IRT in particular, brings to VRE development is a
distinction between internal publication within a project, or among a closed network of researchers,
and external publication as generally understood in the humanities. At stake is what form the material
is available to the researcher in (and his or her colleagues) during the editing process (‘live
transformation’). In pre-digital editing practice, the editor would go to the location of the transcription,
copy it, make a clear transcription, and then put every word on to card indices (which could then be
turned into an index by a publisher). It would be an excellent exploitation of the digital medium if the
researcher could see immediately the draft outputs of their editing work. In IRT (as in more general
practice), XML outputs were uploaded to a subversion server, and the researcher has to wait for the
next synchronization to see the consequences of what they have done.
iii
11
12

See especially the VERA project: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/programmes/vre2/vera.aspx
http://papyri.info
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Such real-time delivery of resources could also be support a tool for live indexing on the fly. Although
this might not necessarily produce a definitive, final index (which would have to be signed off by the
whole project, not just the individual editor), it could be useful for compiling ‘internal’ indices which
could valuable for coordinating the editing process itself.
iv
If a researcher is using TextGridLab to mark up an inscription, it should also be possible for them to
use the same system to create, edit and publish their commentary about the inscription in
TextGridLab. The editing software used for this should support all the functionalities of the existing
XML editor (such as being able to link to other documents).
v
The function for adding dictionaries is very useful, but it would add even greater value if this could be
extended to other sources of structured information using linked data approaches. In IRT’s case, an
excellent example of this would be the Pleiades data set. Searches supported by discipline-specific
databases such as this would be extremely valuable (see next section, 4.3).
vi
It would be desirable to have links made between images and texts to be documented in XML, and for
it to be possible to encode them in the text.
vii
It would be useful if a researcher could associate their own CSS file with the TextGridLab viewer. For
example, the EpiDoc schema has its own CSS file, and editors are likely to feel more comfortable if
the system replicates the look and feel that they are accustomed to. It was noted that Oxygen
supports this functionality. It was further noted that many people working with TEI XML projects in the
humanities are generally familiar with Oxygen, which supports (e.g.) schema association, tag
connection, macros, pretty-print etc. For these reasons, TextGrid may wish to consider licensing
Oxygen.

4.3 Searching
i
Real-time availability of a researcher’s or editor’s outputs could go some way to supporting important
search functionality for that editor (see above, Section 4.2 i). For example, the PI noted that, when
working on the Inscriptions of Roman Cyrenaica, if she wanted to search for a particular term, she
would have to rely on the most recently uploaded version. It would be very valuable if she could
upload and search her own XML as she produces it. In most cases these will simply be text-based
searches. However, if the user wishes to search an in-progress text without full English translation or
transliteration, then this is potentially very problematic. For example one could search for ‘Hadrian’,
but it would not be picked up if the only reference in the text was to ‘Hadrianos’. It would be good if
TextGrid could turn a work-in-progress corpus of inscriptions into a website (whether published on the
WWW or not) that can be searched.
ii
The indexing of such a VRE-based search function is a further question. An editor will want to search
(as above, section 4.3 I), but they will also want to be able to browse, by looking at a list of all the
documents that have particular terms, or which have been tagged in the same way. Because
epigraphy is about marking up letterforms rather than whole words, a VRE supporting epigraphic
editing should supply a search engine that is aware of the XML being used, rather than just free text
searching.

4.4 Metadata and schemas
i
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It would be useful if there were a facility where the metadata currently requested by the TextGridLab
interface could be absorbed automatically from the original XML document. The researchers
considered it would be inefficient and time consuming to have to re-do all of the metadata for each
object, given the large number of objects in an epigraphic database. A minor tweak would be for the
metadata to allow ‘unknown’ as an entry, as dates are frequently unobtainable. In a corpora of texts
such as legal codes, you are likely to have a relatively small number of relatively large objects; in an
epigraphic corpus on the other hand you have a large number of small objects (see above, section 1).
This makes the existing metadata editing process cumbersome, and the situation would be even
worse for a corpus of, e.g., numismatics. Automation of the metadata creation process would be very
13
easy to accomplish with TEI-based encoding. For example, if the Inscriptions of Roman Cyrenaica
documents, which are all encoded in TEI P5, were ingested into TextGridLab, then there would be a
single X-path that could be used to find the originating date from the text itself.
ii
An alternative possibility is to support use of bespoke metadata schemas, or apply existing standards
such as Dublin Core, or the Library of Congress, METS etc. In epigraphic projects, it is likely that
14
researchers will wish to use existing discipline-specific metadata headings, such as EAGLE.
iii
One possible use of a VRE system such as TextGridLab would be to compare and test different DTDs
that are in use for different kinds of text. To that end, it would be useful if TextGrid could harvest
DTDs from online collections, so that researchers and editors can experiment with them, and
compare applications of different schemas. If they are using EpiDoc, then the researcher will only use
the most recent EpiDoc schema for the editing task. But they may also want to look at differences
between the way texts are marked up in EpiDoc, and ways other kinds of document (such as literary
texts) are handled.
iv
A very useful function would be a tool to derice minimal EpiDoc schemas for individual documents
automatically from the XML. This would allow the editor to have ready access to all the elements that
they wish to use for a particular inscription. Although masking parts of the schema from the editor
would carry the risk that appropriate elements might be missed in future editing operations, the risk
would be very small due to the discrete nature of individual inscriptions.

13
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http://www.ircyr.kcl.ac.uk/
http://www.eagle-eagle.it/
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